Work Study Job Description
University of Montana Western
710 S Atlantic St. Dillon MT 59725

Department: Athletics
Department Head: Director of Athletics, Janelle Handlos, Interim
Classification/Name of Position: Athletics Event Worker

Student’s Supervisor: Casey Parrott
Office/Location: 151 BARC

Email Address: casey.parrott@umwestern.edu
Phone: 406-683-7419

Qualifications for the position:
Flexibility and adaptability
Problem Solving
Customer Service
Light physical labor abilities
Availability for night and/or weekend hours

Purpose/Role of the position:
Support BARC and Department of Athletics Staff in event management

Duties/Responsibilities of the position & how they relate to the purpose/goal:
Student workers will assist in set-up, clean-up, and management of events in the BARC and with gameday tasks for UMW Athletics. Duties may include set-up, clean-up, concessions vending, ticket sales/entry gate, and other tasks as necessary to support the work of the Department of Athletics. Many of the events are held during evening and weekend hours, though there may be options for weekday tasks as well.

The Financial Aid Office will submit evaluations to each department prior to the end of each semester.